
Accommodating Business Growth
Established in 1834, the Harrods department store located 
in Knightsbridge is known as a symbol of quality and 
exceptional customer service throughout the world. 
Less known are the other business in the Harrods Group, 
including Harrods Estates, Harrods Aviation and Harrods 
Bank. The latter has quietly thrived for over 120 years and 
continues to grow thanks to strong demand for its services 
in personal banking, business banking and bullion sales.

In fact, growth has been so successful that the 100 staff stretching resources 
at the bank’s Basil Street office were moved to the more spacious and modern 
facilities of an existing Harrods building in Hammersmith. As with any office 
move, logistics had to be planned carefully to avoid disruption, guarantee 
availability of services and ensure business continuity. 
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DoubleEdge 
Services Employed
g  Phone system deployment

g  Number porting

g  Voice and data connectivity

g  Install Cat 6 cabling 

g  Install Cisco Wifi Aps

g   Provision of Conferencing and 
AV systems

g   Deployment of Door Entry 
System and CCTV
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SERVICE EXCELLENCE 
We believe that proactive, knowledgeable support from people who 
really care is at the heart of delivering performance improvement

THAT’S THE DIFFERENCE WITH DOUBLE EDGE

DATA
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CONSULTANCY

VOICE

Rapid Relocation
With over 20 years experience of helping clients move premises and IT 
services, DoubleEdge received the call from Harrods Project Manager Gregg 
Colins to take on the relocation of a diverse range of services. Having worked 
with DoubleEdge on the introduction of new voice and data connectivity to 
Concessions in the Knightsbridge Harrods store, Gregg was confident that he 
had access to the skills and quality of service delivery essential to relocating 
without disruption and, above all, quickly (see the case study ‘Harrods, the 
Need to Embrace Change’.)

The phone system, number porting and converged connectivity were 
transferred without downtime. This included the challenge of fixing all Cat 6 
cabling between the system, server rooms and the Cisco wifi access points. 
Conferencing and audio visual systems were installed and the DoubleEdge 
team even extended their skills to installing building security, including door 
entry systems and a complete CCTV facility.

With all work completed within a record breaking 5 weeks, Harrods 
Project Manager, Gregg Colins commented: “We used DoubleEdge at the 
Knightsbridge store and it was clear at that time that these are people who 
take a caring and professional approach to their work which is difficult to find 
these days. That, combined with their experience in office relocation, meant 
that we were able to finish the project early and undertake a diverse range of 
work all from a single service provider.”
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The Need to Embrace ChangeSomething’s happening at Harrods. Since the acquisition by the Qatari 

investors in 2010, sales have gone from strength to strength with record 

sales and profits of more than 10% for each of the two consecutive years 

to February 2014. Management plans mention overseas expansion, a 

Harrods Hotel opens in Kuala Lumpur in 2018 and even the Harrods 

‘Green Man’, known for his reserved politeness, is now prone to break 

into dance. 

And this all follows the bleak outlook by so-called industry experts that 

the future of department stores is limited by the growth of specialist 

retailers, online sales and the success of stand-alone stores breaking 

away from the ‘department’ store format.Some may say, that’s what £250 million capital investment does for 

you, but it’s not that simple. Harrods is exceptional. The brand exudes 

heritage but, at the same time, keeps in tune with modern consumer 

demand and innovative retail techniques. Perhaps the biggest driver of 

that innovation is information technology and that’s where DoubleEdge 

plays a role.
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DoubleEdgeServices Provided:g 1 Mb to 1 Gb fibre network access
g Nominal installation chargeg 48 hour install lead timeg Simple remote provisioningg Simple, fast relocation in-storeg Totally resilient serviceg Low cost monthly chargeg Guaranteed 100% service levelg Fully managed service with support on site.

g Access to network-delivered business communications g MPLS / VPLS
g Point to Point Connectivityg Hosted Firewall
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See the related Harrods case 
study: ‘Embracing Change’


